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Abstract: Vehicle detection and location is one of the key sensing tasks of automatic driving systems.
Traditional detection methods are easily affected by illumination, occlusion and scale changes in
complex scenes, which limits the accuracy and robustness of detection. In order to solve these
problems, this paper proposes a vehicle detection and location method for YOLOv5(You Only Look
Once version 5) based on binocular vision. Binocular vision uses two cameras to obtain images
from different angles at the same time. By calculating the difference between the two images, more
accurate depth information can be obtained. The YOLOv5 algorithm is improved by adding the
CBAM attention mechanism and replacing the loss function to improve target detection. Combining
these two techniques can achieve accurate detection and localization of vehicles in 3D space. The
method utilizes the depth information of binocular images and the improved YOLOv5 target detection
algorithm to achieve accurate detection and localization of vehicles in front. Experimental results
show that the method has high accuracy and robustness for vehicle detection and localization tasks.

Keywords: binocular vision; YOLOv5 algorithm; stereo matching; vehicle detection; ranging;
positioning

1. Introduction

The rapid development of artificial intelligence has broadened the development space
for intelligent transportation systems and autonomous driving technology [1]. In these
applications, accurate vehicle detection and location is a crucial task, which is of great
significance for realizing safe driving, improving traffic flow efficiency and improving
the driving experience [2]. In recent years, target detection algorithms based on deep
learning, such as R-CNN, YOLO and SSD [3,4], have made a breakthrough in the field of
computer vision, with the advantages of high efficiency and accuracy. However, monocular
cameras have a limited viewing angle, which limits the accuracy of vehicle detection and
positioning [5]. To overcome this problem, the use of binocular vision systems can provide
more image information and spatial depth information, which can better solve the problem
of the accurate localization and detection of vehicles. Binocular vision systems simulate
human binocular observation by calculating the pixel displacement (i.e., the parallax)
between the two cameras [6,7]. The depth of an object in 3D space can be estimated, which
provides a more accurate basis for vehicle detection and localization [8].

With the continuous development and advancement of deep learning technology
in recent years, its application in detection and localization tasks has become more and
more widespread. Zhang et al. [9] proposed a binocular vision detection and localization
method for ships based on the YOLOv3 algorithm, which uses the K-mean clustering
method to generate aiming point frames to improve the performance of ship detection and
combines with the binocular ranging algorithm to achieve the localization of the ship. Chen
et al. [10] proposed an improved algorithm based on YOLOv5-OBB, which chemicalizes
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the backbone module, introduces the GELU activation function and adds the CA attention
mechanism to enhance the feature representation capability. The improved algorithm
increases the accuracy of vehicle position and tilt angle detection to reduce the computation
of the model and increase the speed of vehicle position detection. Niu et al. [11] made
innovative modifications based on the YOLOv7 framework: the SE attention mechanism
was added to the backbone module, the related module was replaced, the feature extraction
of the model was enhanced, the model achieved better results and the detection capability
was improved. Shao et al. [12] proposed an improved YOLOv5s vehicle recognition and
detection algorithm using the ELU activation function instead of the original activation
function. The attention mechanism module is added to the backbone network of the
YOLOv5s algorithm to improve the feature extraction of small and medium-sized targets.
The CIOU loss function replaces the original regression function of the YOLOv5s, which
enhances the convergence rate of the loss function and the measurement accuracy. Hu
et al. [13] proposed a real-time detection algorithm based on the improved YOLOv5. A
new gradient path is set on the spatial pyramid pooling to strengthen the feature extraction
capability; learnable adaptive weights for deep and shallow convolutional features are
added to the neck feature fusion to better fuse deep semantic and shallow detail features
and improve the detection accuracy of small targets. Yao et al. [14] proposed a color-order
offset compensation model, optimized the backbone parameters of the YOLOv5 algorithm,
fused the attention mechanism and improved the loss function. The improved algorithm
increased the detection rate of the target. Zhang et al. [15] improved the YOLOv5 algorithm
by adding a lightweight convolutional attention module to the model and introducing a
spatial pyramid pooling structure, which improved the detection accuracy of the algorithm.
They also used the spatial geometric relationship of the pixels in their images to achieve
spatial localization of aircraft hatches.

In the automatic driving environment perception task, it is especially important to
realize accurate vehicle detection and spatial location determination. This paper proposes a
vehicle detection and localization system based on binocular vision and deep learning. By
improving the YOLOv5 algorithm and adding the CBAM attention mechanism, the system
enhances its ability to pay attention to vehicle features. Additionally, the original CIOU
loss function is replaced with the more accurate EIOU metric, which improves the degree
of match between the prediction frame and the real frame, enhancing the target detection
ability. The improved YOLOv5 algorithm is combined with the depth information acquired
by binocular vision, enabling accurate vehicle detection and localization. Firstly, vehicle
images are obtained using the binocular camera, and the 3D spatial information of the
vehicle is obtained through a depth estimation algorithm. Then, based on the improved
YOLOv5 target detection algorithm, the vehicle is detected in the image information to
achieve fast and accurate target recognition. Finally, accurate vehicle localization is achieved
by combining the binocular depth information and the improved YOLOv5 detection results.

This paper explores the fusion of binocular vision and improved YOLOv5 target
detection, deploying the application on an embedded device capable of simultaneously
realizing vehicle detection and 3D spatial position calculation. The method is able to
achieve high-precision vehicle detection and localization in road environments with high
computational efficiency, through which we can overcome the limitations of traditional
methods, improve the accuracy and real-time performance of detection and localization
and provide both more reliable technical support for application in the field of intelligent
transportation and an effective solution for the application of intelligent transportation
systems and automatic driving technology.

2. YOLOv5 Target Detection Algorithm

The YOLO series of target detection algorithms is a series of single-stage deep learning
target detectors. Its basic principle is to decompose the image into a grid system, and each
grid is responsible for detecting the targets in the area [16]. YOLOv5 has high detection
speed and accuracy. The algorithm adopts a convolutional neural network structure
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similar to a CNN, but by optimizing the network through techniques such as pruning and
quantization, it achieves faster detection speed and lower calculation costs [17].

2.1. YOLOv5 Algorithm Principle

YOLOv5 has improved the model architecture and training strategy and has faster
and more accurate detection performance. The input image is divided into a set of non-
overlapping grids. Each grid is predicted to obtain candidate bounding boxes [16]. These
bounding boxes are represented by central coordinates (width and height), and the prob-
ability of the object category to which each bounding box belongs is also estimated. The
NMS algorithm is used to screen candidate boxes with more overlap, and the bounding
box with the highest probability is selected [18,19]. Finally, the filtered bounding box is
output, and the object category and position information are given. The basic YOLOv5
structure is shown in Figure 1.
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The YOLOv5 model consists of four main parts: the input end, the backbone network,
the neck network and the detection head [20].

The input terminal is mainly responsible for pre-processing input pictures so that the
network can handle them better. The processed images are sent to the backbone network
for feature extraction. The backbone network consists of several key modules, including the
Focus module, the convolution module, the CSP module and the spatial pyramid pooling
fusion (SPPF) module. The function of these modules is to extract the features of the input
images. Firstly, the high-resolution feature map is specially downsampled by the Focus
operation, and several low-resolution feature maps are obtained. Then, the processed
image is processed through the CBS layer. Finally, through the spatial pyramid pooling
layer, including convolution, maximum pooling layer and mosaic fusion, the features
are further extracted. The neck network is used to integrate the features output by the
backbone network and provide them to the detection head. Its main function is to mix and
combine the extracted features and transmit them to the prediction layer, thus shortening
the information transmission path, maintaining high semantic information and enhancing
the ability of network feature fusion.

2.2. Improved YOLOv5 Algorithm
2.2.1. Adding Attention Mechanisms

In view of the interference of background information with the detection target, this
section adds a lightweight convolution attention module (CBAM) and attention mechanism
to the detection head structure of YOLOv5, which can strengthen attention to the target
during detection, reduce the interference influence of complex environments, improve the
target detection effect under background interference and improve detection accuracy. The
specific network structure is shown in Figure 2.
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The CBAM attention mechanism can model both channel attention and spatial at-
tention at the same time, so that the model can adaptively select important characteristic
channels and spatial positions [21]. The basic principle of CBAM’s attention structure is the
following: as can be clearly seen from the above figure, CBAM consists of two indepen-
dent sub-modules, namely, the channel attention module (CAM) and the spatial attention
module (SAM), which respectively fuse the attention features in the channel and the spatial
dimensions.

As shown in Figure 3, the channel attention module is used to weight different channels
of the input feature map to highlight important channel information. It calculates the global
average and global maximum of each channel and generates a channel attention vector by
using the fully connected layer and activation function. Then, the vector is multiplied by
the input feature map using a multiplication operation, thus highlighting the important
channel features.
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As shown in Figure 4, the spatial attention module is used to weight each spatial
position to highlight important spatial information. It obtains two feature maps by con-
volution operation on the input feature map in the spatial dimension, one for calculating
the average value of the position and the other for calculating the maximum value of the
position. These two feature maps are cascaded and processed by a full connection layer
and activation function to generate a spatial attention map. Then, the spatial attention tries
to multiply the input feature map using a multiplication operation, thus highlighting the
important spatial features.
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Figure 4. Spatial attention module.

In the process of using the improved YOLOv5 algorithm to detect the target vehicle,
the introduction of the CBAM attention mechanism can enhance the ability to pay attention
to the vehicle area, help the model to pay more attention to the vehicle area and improve
the performance of vehicle detection.

2.2.2. Loss Function Optimization

The loss function evaluates the match between the model predictions and the actual
data in YOLOv5 and consists of three components: border regression, confidence and
categorical probability. They calculate the deviation of the predicted box from the actual
box, the difference between the predicted confidence and the actual confidence and the gap
between the predicted category probability and the actual category probability, respectively.
Choosing an appropriate loss function can speed up model convergence and improve
accuracy and performance. The YOLOv5 model uses the CIOU loss function by default
to calculate the localization loss [22]. This function not only considers the overlap area
between borders and the distance from the center point but also takes the aspect ratio into
account when performing the bounding box regression calculation, which is shown in
Equation (1).

LCIOU = 1 − IOU +
ρ2(a, bgt)

c2 + av (1)

IOU =
A ∩ B
A ∪ B

(2)
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(1 − IOU) + v
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where IOU denotes the ratio of intersection and concatenation between the predicted and
real frames, ρ is the Euclidean distance between the two centroids, α and v are the aspect
ratio evaluation parameters and the balance factor, respectively, and c denotes the diagonal
distance of the minimum closure region containing the predicted and real frames. b and
bgt denote the coordinates of the centroids of the predicted and real frames, w and wgt are
the widths of the predicted and real frames, respectively, h and hgt are the heights of the
predicted and real frames, respectively.

However, the CIOU only reflects the difference between aspect ratios but fails to
accurately capture the width, height and actual difference between them and the confidence
level. To solve this problem, the CIOU is replaced using the EIOU loss function, which adds
loss calculations for the width and height of the bounding box to the CIOU, taking into
account not only the distance from the center point of the bounding box and the difference
in area but also the difference in the width and height of the bounding box. Using the EIOU
loss function can better measure the accuracy of predicting the location and shape of the
bounding box and obtain more stable results in the target box regression process; hence,
the model’s prediction of the target bounding box will be more accurate and consistent in
the training process. The EIOU loss function consists of three parts, which are the center
distance loss Ldis, the overlap loss LIOU and the width and height loss Lasp between the
prediction frame and the real frame. The formula for the EIOU loss function is shown in
Equation (5).

LEIOU = LIOU + Ldis + Lasp

= 1 − IOU + ρ2(b, bgt)
c2 + ρ2(w, wgt)

C2
w

+ ρ2(h, hgt)

C2
h

(5)

where Cw and Ch are the width and height of the two borders covered.

3. Binocular Vision Positioning Technology

Binocular vision is a kind of stereoscopic vision that simulates real vision to explain
complex three-dimensional structures and spatial relationships and can provide depth and
spatial information [23,24]. Binocular vision technology can help human beings to complete
some detection and recognition tasks more accurately, conveniently and in real time when
their eyes cannot judge accurately. Its basic principle is to use two eyes, according to two
different images, after rectification, to match the pixels between the left and right images to
form parallax, which is used to restore the depth and position information of the target in
real three-dimensional space.

Binocular Positioning Principle

The binocular vision system compares the images obtained by the left and right
cameras, obtains spatial, three-dimensional information by analyzing and calculating the
parallax and calculates the distance between the object and the camera. Parallax calculation
is based on image content. The more edge points, the higher the accuracy of the parallax
calculation [25]. In addition, the accuracy of parallax calculations can also be improved
by using color and shadow information. By calculating the parallax, the binocular vision
system can recover the depth of the object. In computer vision, this depth information can
be used to construct the three-dimensional structure of the scene and detect objects.

In an ideal situation, the binocular camera obtains the target picture using two identi-
cal cameras arranged in parallel, where each pixel row of the two cameras corresponds to
each other one by one. The target distance information is then obtained through correc-
tion matching and calculation, as shown in Figure 5, which is the schematic diagram of
binocular ranging.
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of binocular positioning.

In the figure, f is the focal length of the camera; point P is the target point in the
physical world; b is the baseline; OR and OT are the optical centers of the left and right
cameras; p and p′ are the imaging points of point P in the left and right camera image
coordinate systems, respectively; Z is the distance between point P and the camera; xR and
xT are the abscissas of the projection of point P in space in the images of the left and right
cameras, respectively.

According to the principle of binocular ranging, in an ideal state, the parallax of the
image we obtain is inversely proportional to the depth information (distance), with the
parallax of the image represented by d [26]. According to the principle of triangle similarity,
we can obtain the relationship shown in Formulas (7) and (8) and calculate the value of Z.

d = xR − xT (6)

b − (xR − xT)

Z − f
=

b
Z

(7)

Z =
b · f

xR − xT
(8)

where d is the parallax of the left and right cameras, and the focal length and baseline of
the camera can be obtained by camera calibration.

4. Results
4.1. Calibration of Binocular Camera

In binocular vision, the calibration process of the binocular camera actually determines
the relationship between the position of each point in the physical world and the position
of the pixel in the two-dimensional image [27]. According to this conversion process, the
conversion relationship of any object in space from the world coordinate system to the
pixel coordinate system can be obtained, as shown in Formula (9).

Zc

 u
v
1

 =


f

dx 0 u0 0
0 f

dy v0 0
0 0 1 0

[ R T
0T 1

]
Xw
Yw
Zw
1

 = M1M2


Xw
Yw
Zw
1

 (9)

where (u, v) are the coordinates of P in the pixel coordinate system; and the coordinates of
point P in the world coordinate system are, (Xw, Yw, Zw) where R is the rotation matrix and
T is the translation matrix. M1 is the internal reference matrix of the binocular camera, and
M2 is the external reference matrix of the binocular camera. The binocular camera takes
pictures of the checkerboard grid calibration plate at different angles, as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Pictures of collection calibration plates.

Using the calibration toolbox in Matlab2016b to process the photographic data taken,
information about the characteristic corner points in the image is obtained by detecting
the corner points in each picture of the image; the calibration of the camera is completed
by detecting the corner points in different images, extracting the tessellated corner points
and estimating the aberration error and other operations. Then, the relevant parameter
information of the binocular camera is obtained, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Binocular camera calibration parameters.

Parameters Left Camera Right Camera

Internal reference matrix
1065.4700 0 961.2400

0 1065.9399 571.6750
0 0 1

 1066.1200 0 947.2400
0 1066.8199 573.0320
0 0 1


Radial distortion

[
−0.0488 0.0202 −0.0083

] [
−0.0517 0.0239 −0.0083

]
Tangential distortion

[
0.0002 −0.0005

] [
0.0002 −0.0005

]
Rotation matrix

1.0000 −0.0015 −0.0030
0.0015 1·0000 0.0003
0.0030 −0.0003 1.0000


Translation matrix

[
−119.841 −0.3186 0.9505

]
4.2. Binocular Stereo Matching

Binocular stereo matching is the process of calculating the depth information of a 3D
scene from images taken from two viewpoints. Among them, the parallax, which is the
horizontal mean offset of pixels at the same position in the left and right images, is the
key factor for calculating the depth [28]. Considering the real-time nature of the system
application as well as the accuracy issue, the Semi-Global Matching (SGBM) algorithm,
which is better in terms of accuracy and speed, is chosen [29]. The SGBM algorithm inherits
the advantages of both Global Matching and Dynamic Programming and makes use of the
optimal energy function to minimize the global function of the whole image by searching
for the optimal parallax at each pixel point. An SAD window is used in the matching
process to find the matching region of the left and right images to find the parallax. The
calculation of the SAD cost is shown in Equation (10).

C(x, y, d) =
n

∑
i=−n

n

∑
j=−n

|L(x + i, y + j)− R(x + d + i, y + j)| (10)

After the parallax map is obtained by the semi-local matching algorithm, the depth
information of a point x on the image can be calculated based on the relevant information.
The matching process is schematically shown in Figure 7, which can be used to obtain the
value of parallax d. In this way, the depth information of the whole image can be calculated.
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5. Design of Vehicle Detection and Positioning System and Analysis of
Experimental Results
5.1. Design of Vehicle Detection and Positioning System
System Software Design

The hardware of the vehicle detection and ranging positioning system designed in
this research mainly includes the following components: An NVIDIA’s Jetson NX em-
bedded development board, serving as the computational core, with high computational
performance and low-power characteristics. It features 384 CUDA cores, providing excel-
lent parallel computing ability, and is equipped with a six-core ARM Cortex-A57 CPU,
offering fast and reliable computing ability. The board is used for edge computing and
AI algorithm deployment and offers high-performance GPUs and CPUs, rich scalability
and excellent energy consumption control. Jetson NX, as the core hardware component of
the system, provides powerful computational power and functional support for realizing
vehicle detection, ranging and positioning.

In order to obtain high-quality binocular images, a binocular camera from HubVision
is selected. The camera is characterized by high resolution, a high frame rate and low noise,
which can provide clear and accurate images for depth information acquisition. The camera
is connected to the Jetson NX through a USB3.0 interface.

The vehicle detection and localization system is based on the Jetson NX embedded
development board. It is equipped with a binocular camera and a portable display, and
it uses the Linux operating system for environment building and development. With the
improved target detection algorithm and the fused binocular vision localization function,
the system is able to achieve accurate vehicle detection, ranging and localization and has
the potential to be applied in a variety of scenarios. The hardware composition of the
system is shown in Figure 8.
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During the construction of the system, we chose to use algorithms deployed for
vehicle detection and localization on an embedded development board, the Jetson NX.
We improved the YOLOv5 target detection algorithm to improve detection capability and
accuracy. We also realized the recovery of the spatial position of the detected vehicle by
fusing the binocular vision localization function with the principle of stereo vision. The
system software mainly includes four parts: binocular camera calibration, binocular vision
stereo matching, vehicle detection with the improved YOLOv5 algorithm and vehicle
ranging and localization.

Binocular camera calibration determines the geometric relationship between binocular
cameras by acquiring a set of images, extracting feature points and using a calibration
algorithm to calculate the internal and external parameters of the cameras to establish
a mapping relationship between the left and right cameras [30]. Binocular vision stereo
matching realizes the inference of depth information by comparing the images of the left
and right cameras to find the corresponding feature points or pixels. By cCombining stereo
matching with camera calibration, accurate 3D spatial information can be obtained. The
improved YOLOv5 algorithm realizes real-time and accurate vehicle detection, utilizing a
convolutional neural network and improving upon the framework of YOLOv5 to improve
the accuracy and robustness of vehicle detection.

Based on the depth information of the binocular vision system and the target detection
results, the distance and position of the vehicle can be calculated. The parallax value
obtained by stereo matching is combined with the internal and external parameters of
the camera to calculate the 3D coordinates relative to the camera using the principle of
triangulation [31]. By aligning the camera coordinate system with the real-world coordinate
system, the distance and position of the vehicle in the real world can be obtained. The
software design flow chart is shown in Figure 9.
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5.2. Experimental Dataset

This experiment uses a dataset fused with some web images as well as vehicle images
taken and collected by us. The dataset contains a variety of scenarios and can be used
to simulate different environments in which vehicles are located. The dataset consists of
1760 images with a resolution of 1280 × 720, which are divided into training, testing and
validation sets in a ratio of 7:2:1. We used a labeling tool to annotate these images and en-
hanced the diversity of the additional augmented training data in the image pre-processing
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stage to improve the generalization ability of the detection model. Such processing greatly
enriches the range of detection backgrounds and targets. The effect of data enhancement is
shown in Figure 10.
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5.3. Vehicle Inspection Experiment

In order to verify the feasibility, real-time performance and accuracy of the improved
YOLOv5 algorithm combined with binocular ranging for vehicle detection and localization,
as well as to consider the convenience of the system, the algorithm is implemented under
the Linux operating system on the embedded device. The PyTorch architecture is chosen to
conduct experimental detection on the real captured images.

In this paper, recall, precision, mean average precision (mAP) and average accuracy
(AP) are used to evaluate the performance of the improved model. Recall measures
the model’s ability to recognize positive examples, and precision measures the model’s
accuracy [32]. Mean average accuracy (mAP) is the average of the accuracies for different
categories, which can be used to comprehensively assess the overall performance of the
model. These metrics provide a comprehensive assessment of the performance of the
improved model in terms of accuracy and precision.

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(11)

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(12)

AP =
∫ 1

0
P(R)dR (13)

mAP =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

APi (14)

where TP is the number of positive samples predicted correctly, FN is the number of
negative samples predicted incorrectly, FP is the number of positive samples predicted
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incorrectly and TN is the number of negative samples predicted correctly [33,34]. APi is
the detection accuracy of category i, and N is the number of categories.

In order to evaluate the effect of the improved YOLOv5 target detection, three target
detection models (YOLOv3, YOLOv5 and the improved YOLOv5) are chosen for compar-
ative analysis. We can more accurately understand the improved algorithm in terms of
performance enhancement, and the results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Algorithm model comparison results.

Algorithm Precision (%) Recall (%) mAP.5 (%)

YOLOv3 81.9 71.9 85.4
YOLOv5 83.2 72.8 86.7

Improved YOLOv5 86.7 74.6 89.7

The detection of vehicles using the improved YOLOv5 target detection algorithm
involves increasing the attention mechanism used in the vehicle detection task. By automat-
ically learning the key vehicle feature regions, the attention mechanism reduces attention
to irrelevant regions to improve the accuracy of detection. Using the model trained before
and after the improvement to detect vehicles in the same scene, the improved model has a
better effect on the detection of occluded regions as well as small target vehicles. The effect
of vehicle detection before and after the improvement is shown in Figure 11.
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By comparing (a) and (b) in the figure, we find that the improved algorithm performs
better in vehicle detection. The number of vehicles detected by the pre-improved algorithm
is 8, while it increases to 10 after the improvement. By comparing (c) and (d) in the figure,
we can clearly see that the improved algorithm also has obvious advantages in the detection
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scenarios. The improved algorithm not only recognizes the same number of vehicles as
before the improvement but also captures more incomplete vehicle tail information.

Overall, by improving the loss function and introducing the attention mechanism,
our algorithm has made significant progress in vehicle detection and target recognition.
Especially in the occlusion region and small target region, the improved algorithm is able
to better recognize and capture vehicle information.

5.4. Vehicle Ranging and Positioning Experiment

The experimental process using the improved vehicle detection model combined
with binocular vision positioning technology involved vehicle detection and positioning
experiments. In order to verify the effect of vehicle detection and positioning, the experi-
ments were conducted on vehicles without using positional distance. When combined with
binocular ranging, accurate detection of the vehicle was achieved. In addition, distance
information relative to the binocular camera was shown at the top of the frame, enabling
accurate implementation of the detection and positioning function. From the positioning
effect shown in Figure 12, it can be seen that the vehicle detection and positioning system
proposed in this paper can accurately detect the vehicle information in front and output
the corresponding distance. This method enables real-time and accurate completion of the
detection and positioning of the vehicle.
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In order to ensure the effectiveness of localization and address localization accuracy
issues, especially for different distances under the target vehicle, a number of detection and
localization experiments were carried out. The measured distances were compared with
the actual distances, and the results are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Ranging and positioning results.

Serial Number Actual Value (m) Measured Value (m) Relative Error (%)

1 2.000 2.011 0.550%
2 4.000 3.975 0.625%
3 6.000 5.957 0.717%
4 8.000 8.067 0.838%
5 10.000 10.114 1.140%
6 12.000 11.829 1.425%
7 14.000 14.261 1.864%
8 16.000 16.327 2.044%

From Table 3, it can be seen that in the range of 16 m, the ranging and positioning error
of the vehicle is within 2.05%, indicating a better measurement and positioning effect. In
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the actual positioning application process, there is high positioning accuracy, especially in
the process of close-range use, where the positioning error is maintained at the centimeter
level. In the process of long-distance positioning, the error will increase slightly, but the
system will still be able to maintain positioning accuracy to ensure that the data are valid
for the vehicle detection and positioning tasks, meeting the needs of the task.

6. Conclusions

In this study, we explored the binocular vision-based YOLOv5 vehicle detection and
localization system and performed the improvement and integration of related algorithms.
By introducing the attention mechanism and improving the loss function, we successfully
enhanced the performance of the YOLOv5 algorithm in the vehicle detection task. Mean-
while, by integrating binocular vision information into the system, we could accurately
estimate the position of the vehicle in space and thus locate the vehicle more accurately. The
system could detect and localize vehicles in road scenes more accurately and handle vehicle
detection and localization tasks in different road scenes, which can be used as a reference
for vehicle perception work in automatic driving tasks and has certain application value.
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